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Scholars like Gustav Le Bon, Sigmund Freud and Elias Canetti have
convincingly argued that the phenomenology of the masses is
structurally characterized by individual drives towards blending
into an amorphous collectivity, which often takes the shape of a
shouting or chanting crowd. Their works on the psychology of
crowds underline that when individuals shout or chant in unison,
they express a longing for nullification through the immersion in a
single de-individualized voice, a pleasurable blurring into
something which exceeds their singular, incarnated bodies and
hints at a dimension of ex-stasis. This is exemplarily described in
Emile Zola’s novel, Germinal, where he calls on the phonosphere of
people singing the Marseillaise.
Roland Barthes and Canetti himself, in his autobiographical
writings, engage instead with ‘phonospheres’ of a different nature:
they both allude to vocal performances of a plural kind and are
reminiscent of that very plurality which, as Hannah Arendt points
out, is made of relational and unique subjectivities. At stake,
therefore, are the voice of plurality and the voice of the masses as
opposite political soundscapes. Each of these soundscapes relates
to two different forms of the political: one hinting at totalitarian
regimes, the other at the germinal status of democracy. Does the
‘rustle’ of democracy-in-the-making sound as ‘pluriphony’?
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